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Nucleic& acids,& as& one& of& the& most& important& macromolecules& in& living& systems,& play&
critical&roles&in&storing,&transferring,&regulating&genetic&information,&directing&proteins&synthesis,&
and&catalysis.&Understanding&the&structure&of&nucleic&acid&can&bring&us&valuable&information&for&






on& the& development& of& novel& selenium+modified& nucleic& acids& (SeNA)& for& crystallization& and&
phasing&of&B+form&DNA&containing& structures.&The&novel&2’+SeMeANA&modification& is& the& first&
and& currently& the& only& selenium& modification,& which& is& fully& compatible& with& X+ray&
crystallographic&study&of&B+form&DNA.&Since&selenium&derivatization&at&2’+arabino&position&dose&
not& affect& the& B+type& 2’+endo& sugar& conformation,& this& strategy& is& suitable& for& incorporating&
selenium& into& DNA& for& structural& studies& of& B+DNA,& DNA+protein& complexes,& and& DNA+drug&
complexes.&
Specific& base& pairing& is& essential& to& many& biological& processes,& including& replication,&
transcription,&and& translation.& It& is& crucial& to&NA& (nucleic&acid)& sequence+based&diagnostic&and&
therapeutic& applications& as& well.& By& utilizing& the& unique& steric& and& electronic& property& of&
selenium,&we&designed,&synthesized&the&novel&2+Se+U&RNA&modification,&and&demonstrated&its&
highly& specific& base+pairing& property& by& both& biophysical& and& crystallographic& methods.& Our&
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Nucleic& acids,& including& DNA& and& RNA,& play& critical& role& in& storing,& transcribing,&
translating&genetic& information,& regulating&gene&expression,&and& serving& catalytic& functions.& It&
has& been& six& decades& since&DNA&was& first& identified& as& the&master& blueprint& of& life& 1;& nucleic&
acid+related&research&areas&have&drawn&tremendous&attentions&from&chemistry,&biology&as&well&







choice& and& provided& atomic& resolution& structures& of& macromolecules& that& can& lead& to&
comprehensive& understanding& of& conformation+related& biological& activities& for& nucleic& acid&
research.&&
The&structural&details&of&nucleic&acids&revealed&in&X+ray&crystallographic&experiment&are&
used& to& explain& the& mechanistic& aspect& of& many& biological& processes,& including& replication,&






study& of& bio+macromolecules.& However,& this& technology& comes&with& two& disturbing& features:&
crystallization&and&phasing,&both&limit&the&determination&of&novel&macromolecule&structures.&&
Crystallization&is&usually&the&rate+limiting&step&in&X+ray&crystallographic&experiment.&The&
macromolecules& that& can& be& studied& are& of& course& limited& to& those& that& can& be& crystallized.&








experiment.&However,& the&amplitudes&along&with& the&phase& information&of&each&diffraction& is&
essential& for& the& solution& of& structures.& The& absence& of& phase& information& raises& a& serious&
problem&to&the&reconstruction&of&the&electron&density&map&from&a&diffraction&experiment.&The&
additional&work&required&to&recover&phase&information&is&called&“The&phase&problem”.&&
Generally,& there& are& several& approaches& to& recover& the& phase& information& in& a&




more&and&more&useful& as& the&database&of& solved& the& structures&gets& larger&and& larger.&Phase&
information& could& also& be& obtained& from& experimental& data.& This& type& of& phasing&method& is&
called& experimental& phasing.& & For& macromolecule& crystallography,& there& are& several&
experimental& phasing& methods& available,& including& single& isomorphous& replacement& (SIR)&
multiple& isomorphous& replacement& (MIR),& single& isomorphous& replacement& with& anomalous&
scattering& (SIRAS),& multiple& isomorphous& replacement& with& anomalous& scattering& (MIRAS),&
single+wavelength& anomalous& dispersion& (SAD),& and& multi+wavelength& anomalous& dispersion&
(MAD)& 15.& These& experimental& phasing& methods& entirely& depend& on& the& presence& of& special&
atoms&in&crystal.&For&protein&crystals,&heavy+atoms&can&be&introduced&in&to&crystal&by&soaking&or&
co+crystallization&methods.&For&example,&a&protein&with&free&cysteine&thiols&can&be&derivatized&
by&mercury& containing& compounds;& K2PtCl4&can&preferentially& bind& to&methionine& side& chains.&





In& contrast& with& protein& derivatization& techniques,& the& derivatization& methods& for&
nucleic& acid& are& quite& limited.& The& heavy+atom& soaking& and& co+crystallization& methods& for&
protein&had&been&proven&to&be&much&less&successful&in&nucleic&acids,&due&to&the&lack&of&specific&







on& several& bromine+containing& DNA& crystal& structures& 26& 27.& However,& the& 5+Br& derivative&
method& does& not& work& in& many& cases.& The& drawbacks& of& this& methodology& include& X+ray&
induced&debromination& 28& 29,& structural&perturbation& 30,& and& inadequate&modification& sites& (5+
BrdU&and&5+BrU).&In&some&cases,&5+Br&derivatives&cannot&be&crystallized&under&native&conditions.&&
All&of& these&unwanted&properties& limit& the&application&of&5+Br&derivative& in&novel&nucleic&acid&
structures&determination.&&
1.1.3 Phase&determination&with&selenium&modified&nucleic&acid&(SeNA)&
In& 2001,& Huang,& Egli& and& co+works& raised& a& new& concept& of& using& a& combination& of&












the& number& of& modification& sites& when& switch& from& 5+Br& derivative& method& to& the& SeNA&
approach.&Since&oxygen&is&one&of&the&key&elements&in&nucleic&acid,&selenium&can&be&chemically&




since& MAD& phasing& requires& multiple& datasets& from& same& crystal& collected& at& different&
wavelengths.&Improved&stability&under&x+ray&irradiation&could&save&researchers&lots&of&time&and&
























acids& (SeNA)& for& crystal& structure& determination& in& x+ray& crystallography.& Selenium& was& first&
introduced& to& 5’+positions& of& A,& T,& C,& G& and& U& to& facilitate& phase& determination& via& MAD&
(Multiplewavelength& Anomalous& Dispersion)& phasing& 31.& The& incorporation& of& selenium&
functionality&was&done& in&a& two+phase&system&(water+toluene)&using&a&phase& transfer&catalyst&
(tetrahexyl+ammonium&hydrogen&sulfate).&The&5’+hydroxy&groups&of&nucleosides&(A,&T,&C,&G&and&
U)&were&activated&by&Br+,&Ms+&or&Ts+&followed&by&nucleophilic&substitution&reaction&using&sodium&
selenide& or& methyl& selenide& as& nucleophile.& The& resulting& 5’+MeSe& labeled& nucleoside& was&
converted& to& corresponding& phosphoramidite& conveniently& by& a& one& step& phosphorylation&
reaction&and&then&integrated&into&oligonucleotides&by&solid+phase&synthesis&(Scheme&2.1).&In&this&
study,&selenium&functionality&showed&outstanding&stability&under&various&conditions&involved&in&
solid+phase& synthesis,& including& moderate& acidic& condition,& strong& base& and& oxidant.& The&
desired& 5’+SeMe&DNA& can& be& easily& purified& by& either&HPLC&or& gel& electrophoresis& to& achieve&
over& 95%& purity.& The& selenium& modification& at& 5’& terminal& position& demonstrated& various&










The& application& of& 5’+SeMe&modification& is& quite& limited& since& it& is& only& applicable& for&
modifying&5’&terminal&positions&of&oligonucleotides.&In&order&to&further&expand&the&application&
of&SeNA&for&structure&determination&of&nucleic&acids,& it&was&of&great& importance&to&develop&a&
method& to& integrate& selenium& to& internal&positions&of&DNAs/RNAs.& Through& the& collaboration&
between& Huang& and& Egli& lab,& 2’+Se& modified& oligonucleotide& was& successfully& prepared&
chemically&32&(shown&in&Scheme&2.2)&and&its&potential&usefulness&in&x+ray&crystallography&study&


































decamer& (5’+GCGTAU2’SeMeACGC+3’)2& diffracted& to& a& maximum& resolution& of& 1.3& Å.& In+depth&
study&of&crystal&structure&containing&2’+SeMe&modification&(PDB&ID:&1MA8)&revealed&that&the&2’+
SeMe&groups&locate&in&the&minor&groove&of&DNA&(&crystal&structure&shown&in&Figure&2.1)).&More&


























































In& order& to& allow& large+scale& synthesis& of& 2’+SeMe+dU& at& low& cost,& the& synthetic& route&
was& later&optimized&by& converting&uridine& to&2,&2’+anhydrouridine& followed&by&a& ring&opening&
reaction& using& sodium& methylselenide& as& nucleophile& 35.& 2’+MeSe+dC& was& also& successfully&
synthesized& based& on& an& amination& step& in&which& C4& carbonyl& of& 5’+O+DMTr+2’+MeSe+Uridine&
was& activated& by& 1,2,4+triazole& or& 2,4,6+triisopropylbenzenesulfonyl& chloride& followed& by&
amination& reaction& in& aqueous& ammonium&hydroxide& 36& 37.& (Shown& in) Scheme&2.3)& Enzymatic&
preparation& of& 2’+MeSe+U/C&modified& RNA& also& showed& excellent& compatibility& with& T4& RNA&
ligase& 37,& which& allows& the& production& of& longer& RNA& segment& with& biological& activity& for&
structure&and&function&study.&This&work&provides&access&for&the&preparation&of& long&selenium+













selenium& functionality& 41.& In& this&work,& 2’+SeMe+T&modification&was& successfully& incorporated&
into& DNAs& and& RNAs& (tRNA& TΨC& hairpin& loop)& with& high& yields.& The& structure& of& 2’+SeMe+T&
containing&DNA&DNA&(5’+GT2’Se&GTACAC+3’)2&was&determined&at&1.4&Å&resolution&(shown&in&Figure)
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For& 2’+SeMe& purine& nucleosides,& the& conventional& synthetic& route& for& 2’+SeMe&
pyrimidine&nucleoside&involving&2,2’+anhydro&intermediate&is&no&longer&applicable&because&the&
absence& of& 2+exo& oxygen& on& purine& rings.& In& order& to& overcome& this& obstacle,&Micura’s& labs&
developed&a&new&synthetic& strategy&by& converting&2’+OH&group&on&arabinosyl&nucleoside& to&a&
good& leaving& group& followed& by& a& substitution& reaction& using& selenium& nucleophile& 38& 42.&
Trifluoromethanesulfonyl&chloride&(TfCl)&was&chosen&as&the&“activating&reagent”&due&to&its&high&
reactivity&and&good& leaving&ability.&Synthesis&and&crystal& structures&of&2’+SeMe&purine&analogs&









modification& can& be& incorporated& into& RNA&with& up& to& 100& nucleotides.& Study& done& by& Prof.&
Micura& lab& demonstrated& an& alternative& method& of& preparing& long& RNA& with& 2’+SeMe&
modification& for& structural& study& purpose.& In& this& work,& 2’+SeMe& CTP/UTP/ATP/GTP& was&
synthesized&and&efficiently& incorporated& into& long&RNA&with&mutant&T7&RNA&polymerase& 46& 47.&
This& opens& up& an& alternative& access& for& the& preparation& of& long& selenium+modified& RNA&
sequences,&which&is&not&accessible&by&conventional&solid+phase&synthesis.&
2.1.2 Summary&of&current&sugar&selenium&derivatization&methods&
After& years& of& comprehensive& study,& 2’+SeMe& modification& has& became& a& convenient&
method& for& seleinium& derivitization& of& nucleic& acid& for& x+ray& crystallographic& studies..& The& 2’+
SeMe&phosphoramidites&can&be&conveniently&prepared&and&incorporated&into&oligonucleotides&
with& high& yield;& the& purification& of& modified& oligos& is& also& quite& straightforward.& For& several&
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UV& induced&5+Br+RNA/protein& cross+linking& 48,& X+ray& induced&debromination&during&MAD&data&
collection&28&was&reported&by&Gott,&et+al.&and&Ennifar,&et+al.&respectively.&The&photo&stability&of&
macromolecule& is&more&critical& in&SAD/MAD&data&collection& than& in& regular& single+wavelength&
experiment.&For& instance,& in&MAD&data&collection,&three&data&sets&at&different&energies&will&be&
taken& while& each& of& them& needs& about& twice& much& data& compare& to& native& data& collection&
because& of& the& average& redundancy& loss& (caused& by& loss& of& symmetry& in& diffraction& pattern).&
This& results& in& approximately& six& times& longer& exposure& time& in& a& three& wavelengths& MAD&
experiment& than& in& a& single+wavelength& experiment.& Under& this& circumstance,& the& excellent&
stability& 2’+MeSe& modifications& can& save& crystallographer& precious& crystals& and& valuable&
beamline&time.&
Plus,&compared&to&5+Br&derivatives,&2’+SeMe&modified&oligonucleotides&can&resist&much&
stronger& basic& condition& even& in& ammonium& hydroxide& at& 65oC.& Thanks& to& the& outstanding&
chemical&stability&of&2’+SeMe&modification,&the&synthesis,&purification&and&handling&of&2’+MeSe&
containing& oligonucleotides& is& more& convenient& than& 5+Br& pyrimidine& containing&
oligonucleotides.&&
Despite& the& stability& issue,& 5+Br& oligo& causes& more& perturbation& in& overall& and& local&






2’+SeMe&modification& has& been& the& most& successful& approach& to& facilitated& structure&
determination&of&A+form&DNA&and&RNA&structures&49&50&51.&Studies&have&shown&that&this&RNA+like&
2’+SeMe&modification&favors&C3’+endo&sugar&pucker&in&crystal&structure.&Thus,&C2’+ribo&position&
selenium& modification& is& only& applicable& to& A+Form& DNAs& and& RNAs.& The& backbone&
phosphoroselenoate&DNA/RNA&was&also&developed&for&MAD&phasing&by&Prof.&Egli&lab.&52&A&P+Se&
containing& left& handed& Z+DNA& structure& was& reported& with& 1.1& Å& resolution.& Currently,& no&
selenium+derivative&has&been&reported&with&the&compatibility&for&B+DNA’s&2’+endo&sugar&pucker.&&
B+form& as& most& common& DNA& conformation& at& physiological& conditions,& is& an& ideal&
model&for&study&of&protein+DNA,&drug+DNA&interaction&53.&The&wider&major&groove&as&well&as&the&
elongated& helix,& provides& greater& accessibility& for& protein& and& drugs& 54& 55.& This& brings& our&




DNA,& 3’+endo& sugar& pucker& appears& in& A+form& DNA& dominantly.& (Shown& in& Figure) 2.3)& This&





an& increase& in&A+form&duplex&stability.& In&contrast,&very&few&attempts&were&made&to&drive&the&
16 
sugar& conformation& to& 2’+endo& for& the& purpose& of& stabilizing& B+form& duplexes.& Due& to& the&
synthetic&difficulty,& research& related& to&2’+arabinosyl& analogs&was& still& quite& limited.&Until& late&
90s,& 2’+deoxy+2’+fluoroarabino+thymidine& (2’+FANA+T)& modified& oligonucleotides& was&
successfully&synthesized&and&characterized.&The&2’+FANA&modification&showed&increased&duplex&
stability& in& solution& 58& 59& as& well& as& conformational& preorganization& 60& in& crystal& structure.&&





Based& on& previous& study& where& 2’+SeMe+modification& can& radically& speed& up& the&
crystallization&process&of&A+form&DNA.&We&have&hypothesized&that&2’+SeMe&arabinosyl&(2’+SeMe+
ANA)&modification&may&facilitate&pre+organization&of&2’+endo&sugar&pucker,&which&could&lead&to&
successful& crystallization.& To& demonstrate& the& proof& of& principle,& we& selectively& incorporate&
17 
selenium& atom& to& the& 2’+arabino+position& of& deoxyguanosine& in& oligodeoxynucleotides& to&
achieve&both&crystallization&and&phasing&of&B+form&DNA.&&&
The& first& synthesis& of& the& 2’+selenomethyl+arabino& nucleic& acids& (2’+SeMe+ANA),&
corresponding& phosphoramidites& and& 2’+SeMe+ANA& containing& DNAs& is& presented& in& this&
chapter.&Moreover,&by&taking&advantage&of&Se& labeling,&convenient&structure&determination&of&
B+DNA&by&MAD&phasing&was&also&demonstrated,& the& crystal& structure&of& selenium+derivatized&
Dickerson&Drew&Dodecamer&was&determined&at&1.49&Å&resolution.&
2.2 Experimental)Section)
1H,& 13C& and& 31P& NMR& data& were& acquired& on& a& Bruker& 400MHz& NMR& instrument.&
Chemical& shifts& (δ& values)& and& coupling& constants& (J& values)& are& given& in& ppm& and& Hz,&
respectively,&using&TMS&(1H&NMR)&and&solvents&(13C&NMR)&as&internal&standards.&Reagents&were&
purchased&from&Sigma/VWR/&Chem&Genes&and&used&without&further&purification.&All&reactions&
were& set& up& under& argon& atmosphere.& Analytical/preparative& thin& layer& chromatography&was&









diyl)adenosine) (3)) ) Adenosine& (1)& 3.52& g& (13.16& mmol)& was& co+evaporated& with& anhydrous&
pyridine& twice& (10&ml& each& time)& and& suspended& in& 50&ml& dry& pyridine& under& argon,& and& the&
mixture& was& cooled& in& an& ice& bath& with& stirring.& To& the& suspension,& 4.36& g& of& 1,3& +dichloro+
1,1,3,3+tetraisopropyl+disiloxane& (13.82& mmol,& 1.05& eq)& was& added& drop& wise.& The& flask& was&
removed& from& ice& bath& and& stirred& for& 3& h& at& room& temperature.& After& TLC& showed& reaction&


















i. TIPDS-Cl, Pyridine, 0oC













































































4.82& g& (39.48&mmol,& 3& eq)&were& dried& under& high& vacuum&and& dissolved& in& 50&ml& anhydrous&
dichloromethane& under& argon.& The& flask& was& chilled& in& ice& bath,& trifluoromethanesulfonyl&
chloride& 1.68&ml& (2.66& g,& 15.79&mmol,& 1.2& eq)& was& added& drop& wise.& The& reaction& was& kept&
stirring&at&0&oC&for&15&min&(desired&product&is&a&less&polar&spot&on&TLC),&and&then&the&yellowish&












bottom& flask,& dried& under& high& vacuum& for& 10&min,& purged&with& dry& argon& twice& to& deplete&
oxygen.&To&the&flask,&100&ml&dry&dioxane&was&injected,&followed&by&adding&3.1&ml&of&CH3SeSeCH3&
(32.73& mmol,& 3& eq,& d& =& 1.987& g& /& ml).& The& yellowish& color& suspension& was& stirred& at& room&








product.& The& crude& substance& was& then& purified& by& column& chromatography& on& SiO2&
(CH2Cl2/MeOH,&100/0+98/2,& v/v).& The& result&pure& compound& (4)&was&obtained& (5.2&g,&81%)&as&
white&foam.&1H&NMR&(400&MHz,&CDCl3)&δ&8.34&(s,&1H,&8+H&),&8.07&(s,&1H,&2+H),&6.50&(d,&J&=&7.1&Hz,&
1H,&1’+H),&6.24&(s,&2H),&4.74&(t,&1H,&3’+H),&4.20&(dd,&J&=&12.9,&3.2&Hz,&1H,&5’+H),&4.08&(dd,&J&=&12.8,&
2.6&Hz,& 1H,& 5’’+H),& 3.93& –& 3.84& (m,& 1H,& 4’+H),& 3.78& (dd,& J& =& 9.6,& 7.2&Hz,& 1H,& 2’+H),& 1.95& (s,& 3H,&
SeCH3),&1.32&–&0.83&(m,&28H,&2&x&(CH3)2CHSi).&13C&NMR&(101&MHz,&CDCl3)&δ&155.88&(C+6),&153.06&
(C+2),&149.96& (C+4),&139.20& (C+8),&119.61(C+5),&84.59& (C+1’),&84.26& (C+4’),&75.14& (C+3’),&61.36& (C+
5’),& 49.95& (C+2’),& 17.67,& 17.60,& 17.55,& 17.51,& 17.31,& 17.29,& 17.25,& 17.17,& 13.89,& 13.20,& 13.17,&
12.76& (2& x& (CH3)2CHSi),& 5.80& (SeCH3).&HRMS& (ESI):& calc.& for& C23H42N5O4SeSi2& [M+H]+:& 588.1941,&
found&588.1938.)
3’,5’MOM(TetraisopropyldisiloxaneM1,3Mdiyl)M6MN,NMDibenzoylM2’MdeoxyM2’M) selenomethylM)
arabinoadenosine) (5)) Starting& material& (4)& 5& g& (8.52& mmol)& was& placed& in& a& 100& ml& round&
bottom& flask,&dried&under&high& vacuum&and&dissolved& in&25&ml&dry&pyridine.&Benzoyl& chloride&
3.96&ml& (34.82&mmol,&4&eq)&was&added&drop&wise&under& ice&bath.&After& the&addition,& ice&bath&
was&removed;&the&reaction&mixture&was&stirred&at&room&temperature.&The&reaction&mixture&was&
evaporated& to& dryness& under& reduced& pressure,& co+evaporated& with& toluene& 5& ml& X& 2& and&
dissolved&in&100&ml&CH2Cl2.&The&solution&was&washed&with&water&100&ml&X&2,&brine&100&ml&X&2,&
dried&over&Na2SO4& and&evaporated.& The& crude&product&was&purified&by& flash& chromatography&
21 



















H),& 3.84+3.61& (m,& 4H,& 5’+H,& 5’’+H,& 4’+H,&OH),& 1.71& (s,& 3H,& SeCH3).& 13C&NMR& (101&MHz,& CDCl3)& δ&
172.53& (C=O),& 152.83& (C+6)& 152.14& (C+2),& 151.52& (C+4),& 144.87& (C+8),& 133.83,& 133.36,& 129.50,&
128.92&(Bz),&127.17&(C+5),&86.03&(C+1’),&85.04&(C+4’),&72.43&(C+3’),&59.51&(C+5’),&49.78&(C+2’),&5.13&
22 
(SeCH3).& HRMS& (ESI):& calc.& for& C25H24N5O5Se& [M+H]+:& 554.0943,& found& 554.0964,& calcd& for&






pyridine&and& injected& to& the&reaction& flask.&The& ice&bath&was& removed&after& the&addition.&The&
reaction& mixture& was& stirred& in& room& temperature& for& 2& h.& The& reaction& was& quenched& by&
adding&1&ml&of&methanol.&The&reaction&mixture&was&evaporated&under&reduced&pressure&and&co+







(C=O),&159.21& (Ar),&153.42& (C+6),&152.47& (C+2),&152.08& (C+4),&145.16& (Ar),&144.51& (C+8),&136.29,&







N,N+diisopropylethylamine& 0.52& ml& (3& mmol,& 3& eq).& 2+cyanoethyl& N,N+
diisopropylchlorophosphoramidite& 355& mg& (1.5& mmol,& 1.5& eq)& was& added& slowly& and& the&
solution&was& stirred& at& room& temperature& for& 2& h.& The& reaction&mixture&was& evaportated& to&
dryness& then& purified& by& column& chromatography& on& SiO2& (CH2Cl2/MeOH/Et3N,& 99/0/1+
98.5/0.5/1,&v/v/v).&A&mixture&of&diastereoisomers&(8)&was&obtained&as&white&foam.&Yield:&740&mg&



















































































(15) (14): R = DMTr




iii. iBu-Cl, DMF/Pyridine; 
iv. CF3COOH, CH2Cl2/Dioxane.
v. Tf-Cl, DMAP, CH2Cl2, 0oC
vi. CH3SeSeCH3,NaBH4, 
     EtOH/Dioxane
(12)












added& drop&wise&with& stirring.& The& reaction&was& then&warmed& up& to& room& temperature& and&
allowed&to&proceed&over&night.&The&reaction&mixture&was&then&cooled&in& ice&bath,&trimethlsilyl&









at& room& temperature& for&2h,& and& then&extracted&by& saturated&aqueous&NaHCO3& solution& (3& x&
200mL).& The& organic& layer& was& collected,& dried& over& anhydrous& MgSO4& and& evaporated& to&





C5’a),&3.97& (d,&1H,&H+C5’b),&2.93& (pentet,&1H,& iBu),&1.2& (t,&6H,& iBu),&1.15+0.82& (m,&28H,& iPr).& 13C&
NMR& (101& MHz,& CDCl3)& δ& 180.19& (C=O),& 156.07& (C6),& 148.42& (C2),& 148.08& (C4),& 136.63& (C8),&








then& diluted& by& addition& of& 100& mL& CH2Cl2;& the& solution& was& washed& by& saturated& aqueous&













mL& round&bottom& flask,& dried& under& high& vacuum& for& 10&min,& purge&with& dry& argon& twice& to&
deplete&oxygen.&To&the&flask,&70&mL&dry&dioxane&was&injected,&followed&by&the&addition&of&1.60&
mL& of& CH3SeSeCH3& (3.18& g,& 16.89&mmol,& 3eq).& The& yellowish& color& suspension&was& stirred& at&
room& temperature&and&7&mL&of& anhydrous&ethanol&was&added&drop&wise.& The& result& solution&










NMR& (101& MHz,& CDCl3)& δ& 180.49& (C=O),& 156.27& (C6),& 149.16& (C4),& 148.25& (C2),& 136.95& (C8),&





N2MisobutyrylM2’MdeoxyM2’Mselenomethylarabinoguanosine) (13)) Compound& (12)& 5& g&
(7.43&mmol)&was&dried&under&high&vacuum&and&dissolved& in&75&mL&dry&THF,&and& then& treated&
with& 3HF.Et3N& 1.20& g,& 1.21& mL& (7.43& mmol,& 1& eq)& at& 40& oC& for& 15& min.& The& solvent& was&




1.88& (s,& 3H,& SeCH3),& 1.11& (d,& J& =& 6.6&Hz,& 6H,& iBu)& 13C&NMR& (101&MHz,&DMSO)& δ& 180.17& (C=O),&
154.87&(C6),&148.43&(C4),&148.06&(C2),&137.76&(C8),&119.44&(C5),&85.00&(C1’),&83.99&(C4’),&73.14&
(C3’),& 59.51& (C5’),& 48.72& (C2’),& 34.75,& 18.90,& 18.85& (iBu),& 3.98& (SeCH3).) HRMS& (ESI):& calc.& for&
C15H22N5O5Se&[M+H]+:&432.0769,&found:&432.0768.)
5’MOM(4,4’Mdimethoxytrityl)MN2MisobutyrylM2’MdeoxyM2’Mselenomethylarabinoguanosine)












(m,&1H,&H+C5’b),&2.61& (pentet,&1H,& iBu),&1.78& (s,&3H,&SeCH3),&1.21& +&1.13& (m,&6H,& iBu).& 13C&NMR&
(101&MHz,&CDCl3):&δ&179.88&(C=O),&158.59&(trityl),&155.87&(C6),&148.31&(C2),&147.77&(C4),&144.63&
(trityl),& 138.43& (C8),& 136.02,& 135.95,& 130.22,& 129.28,& 128.43,& 128.00,& 127.86,& 126.96& (trityl),&
120.90&(C5),&113.16&(trityl),&86.68&(CPh3),&86.07&(C1’),&84.40&(C4’),&76.28&(C3’),&63.82&(C5’),&55.32&
(2& x& OCH3),& 49.13& (C2’),& 36.47,& 19.24,& 18.95(iBu),& 5.11& (SeCH3).& HRMS& (ESI):& calc.& for&
C36H40N5O7Se&[M+H]+:&734.2103,&found:&734.2093.)
5’MOM(4,4’Mdimethoxytrityl)MN2MisobutyrylM2’MdeoxyM2’Mselenomethylarabinoguanosine)
3’M[(2MCyanoethyl)MN,NMdiisopropyl]Mphosphoramidite) (15)) Compound& (14)& (0.4& g,& 0.54mmol)&
was&dissolved&in&a&5ml&anhydrous&dichlromethane&under&argon,&diisopropylethyl&amine&(0.28ml,&
3eq)&was& added.& 2+Cyanoethyl& N,N+diisopropylchlorophosphoramidite& (0.165&mg,& 6.97&mmol,&
1.3& equiv)&was& slowly& added& and& the& solution&was& stirred& at& room& temperature& for& 2& h.& The&
crude&product&was&purified&by&column&chromatography&on&SiO2&(CH2Cl2/MeOH/&Et3N,&98/0/2+




Initially,& the& method& used& for& synthesizing& 2’+SeMeANA+dA& and& 2’+SeMeANA+dG& was&






3g,5gMOM(1,1,3,3MTetraisopropyldisiloxaneM1,3Mdiyl)Muridine) (17)) Uridine& & (16)& 2& g& (8.19&
mmol)&was&placed&in&a&50&mL&round&bottom&flask,&dried&over&high&vacuum&and&co+evaporated&
with&anhydrous&pyridine&2&x&5mL.&Anhydrous&pyridine&30&mL&was&added&under&argon&to&dissolve&
compound& (16).& After& the& mixture& was& cooled& in& ice& bath,& 1,& 3+& dichloro+1,& 1,& 3,& 3,& +
tetraisopropyldisiloxane& (TIPSDCl2)& 2.75&ml& (2.71& g,& 8.60&mmol,& 1.05& eq,& d& =& 0.986& g/ml)&was&
added& drop&wise&with& stirring.& The& reaction&was& then&warmed& up& to& room& temperature& and&
allowed& to& proceed& for& 3& hrs.& The& reaction& solution& quenched&with& 5&ml& of& brine,& and& then&
concentrated&to&an&oil&under&reduced&pressure.&The&residue&was&then&redissolved&in&100&ml&of&
DCM&and&washed&with&brine&50&ml&x&2,&water&50&ml&x&2,&dried&over&anhydrous&MgSO4,&filtered,&
evaporated& to& dryness.& The& resulting& sticky& foam& is& then& pumped& on& high& vacuum& to& give& a&








































































75&ml&water.& The&water& layer&was& extracted&with& DCM& 50&ml& x& 3.& Organic& extracts& are& then&
pooled& and& dried& over& anhydrous& MgSO4,& filtered,& and& evaporated& to& dryness.& The& crude&
substance& was& then& purified& by& column& chromatography& on& silica& gel& (CH2Cl2/MeOH,& 100/0+
98/2,&v/v).&&1H&NMR&(400&MHz,&CDCl3):&δ&10.40&(s,&1H),&7.81&(d,&J&=&8.2&Hz,&1H),&5.81&(s,&1H),&5.72&
(d,&J&=&8.1&Hz,&1H),&5.00&(d,&J&=&4.5&Hz,&1H),&4.41&–&4.11&(m,&2H),&4.04&(dd,&1H),&3.96&(dd,&1H),&3.26&











The& solution&was& concentrated& to& thick&oil& under& reduced&pressure& and& redissolved& in& 10&mL&
CH2Cl2.&The&organic&solution&was&washed&by&water&10&mL&X&2,&brine&10mL&X&2,&dried&over&MgSO4,&





3g,5gMOM(1,1,3,3MTetraisopropyldisiloxaneM1,3Mdiyl)M2,2’Manhydrouridine) (19),& and& 3g,5gMOM
(1,1,3,3MTetraisopropyldisiloxaneM1,3Mdiyl)M2’MselenomethylMdeoxyuridine) (20).& Below& is& a&
proposed&mechanism&of&this&reaction.&(Scheme)2.8)&Due&to&the&high&acidity&of&N+3&proton&(pka&
9.3),& it& can& be& easily& deprotonated& by& the& methyselenide& nucleophile.& Followed& by& electron&
transfer,& a& 2,& 2’& cyclic& compound& can& form& predominately& by& an& intermolecular& cyclization&
reaction& to& gave& compound& (19).& The& 2,2’+anhydro& ring& on& compound& (19)& can& be& further&






























































In& order& to& avoid& the& intramolecular& cyclization& reaction& during& the& process& which&
compromises&the&stereochemistry&control&on&2’+position.&A&protecting&group&on&N+3&position&is&





The& protection& group& must& be& relatively& stable& to& survive& the& strong& nucleicphilic&
condition,&and&it&should&also&be&removable&after&the&reaction&without&causing&damage&to&the&2’+
SeMe+ANA&analog.&&
Benzoyl& protecting& groups& was& commonly& used& as& N& protection& groups& in&
oligonucleotide& synthesis& (N4& in& cytidine& and& N6& in& adenosine).& It& considered& to& be& stable&
against& all& conditions& involves& in& solid+phase& synthesis,& and& can&be& removed&by& a& base,&most&
often& with& aqueous& ammonia& or& methylamine.& However,& our& data& has& shown& that& benzoyl&
protection& group& is& very& unstable& during& the& nucleicphilic& reaction.& & A&mixture& of& compound&
(18),&compound&(19),&and&compound&(20)&was&obtained&after&the&reaction,& (Shown&in&Scheme)




































































PMB& (p+methoxybenzylonl)& protecting& group& is& more& labile& than& benzyl;& oxidation&
reagent&like&cerium&ammonium&nitrate&or&DDQ&can&oxidatively&cleave&it.&Catalytic&hydrogenation&
and& acid& treatment& are& also& alternative& choices& for& PMB& deprotection.& The& PMB& protecting&
groups&works&very&well&during&the&nucleicphilic&reaction.&The&N3+PMB+2’+SeMe+arabinouridine&
derivative&was& obtained& successfully.& However,& during& the& oxidative& deprotection& reaction,& a&
















































Boc& (tert+Butyloxycarbonyl)& group& is& commonly& used& in& solid& phase& polypeptide&
synthesis.& It& can& be& removed&by& concentrated& strong& acid.& (Such& as& CF3COOH)&Our& study& has&
shown&that&Boc&protecting&group&can&be&easily& introduced&to&N3&position&through&a&2’+O+TMS&
transient& protection&with& high& yield.&More& importantly,& it& can& survive& the& strong& nucleophilic&












added& drop& wise& to& the& reaction& mixture.& The& reaction& was& stirred& for& 15& min& at& room&
temperature& and& then& poured& into& 2L& of& cold& saturated& sodium& bicarbonate& solution& with&




































































iii. (Boc)2O, DMAP, Pyridine
iv. TsOH, DCM












acetate& –& hexane,& 15/85,& v/v).& & The& pale& yellow& solution& was& evaporated& to& dryness& and&
dissolved& in& 200& ml& solvent& mixture& (& dichloromethane& +& dioxane,& 3/1,& v/v).& 4.1& g& of& p+
toluenesulfonic&acid&monohydrate&(2eq,&MW:&190.22)&was&added&to&the&solution,&the&solution&
was& stirred& for& 15& min& at& room& temperature& and& poured& into& 600& ml& of& saturated& sodium&
bicarbonate&solution.&The&water& layer&was&extracted&with&100&ml&dichloromethane&twice.&The&
organic& layers&were& combined,& dried&over& anhydrous&MgSO4& and&evaporated& to&dryness.& The&
crude&product&was&purified&by&flash&chromatography&on&SiO2.&(CH2Cl2+MeOH,&100/0+99/1,&v/v).&









of& DCM.& The& organic& solution& was& washed& by& water& 50&mL& X& 2,& brine& 50mL& X& 2,& dried& over&
MgSO4,&evaporated&to&dryness&to&afford&crude&product.&The&crude&substance&was&then&purified&




arabinouridine& (24)) NaBH4& 673& mg& (17.82& mmol,& 6eq)& was& placed& a& sealed& 100& mL& round&
bottom& flask,& dried& under& high& vacuum& for& 10& min,& purge& with& dry& argon& twice& to& deplete&
oxygen.& To& the& flask,& 30&mL&dry& dioxane&was& injected,& followed&by& the& addition&of& 1.1&mL&of&




room& temperature& until& all& the& starting&material& is& converted& to& a& less& polar& compound.& The&
solution& was& concentrated& to& thick& oil& under& reduced& pressure& and& redissolved& in& 100& mL&
CH2Cl2.&The&organic&solution&was&washed&by&water&50&mL&X&2,&brine&50mL&X&2,&dried&over&MgSO4,&
evaporated& to& dryness& to& afford& crude& product.& The& crude& substance& was& then& purified& by&




1.06& (m,&28H).& 13C&NMR& (101&MHz,&CDCl3):&δ&189.16,&161.30,&148.86,&147.88,&131.61,&128.62,&
110.97,& 106.34,& 85.40,& 83.53,& 82.42,& 78.76,& 68.87,& 64.10,& 62.30,& 32.17,& 26.97,& 25.37,& 16.45,&








sodium&bicarbonate& solution& twice,&dried&over&MgSO4,& and&evaporated& to&dryness.& The& crude&
was& purified& by& flash& column& chromatography& on& silica& gel& (Hexane/Ethyl& Acetate,& 100/0& –&
80/20,& v/v)& to& afford& pure& compound& (25)& as& white& foam& (Yield:& 90& %).& 1H& NMR& (400&MHz,&
CDCl3)&δ&7.84&(d,&J&=&14.1&Hz,&1H),&6.30&(s,&1H),&5.91&(d,&J&=&14.1&Hz,&1H),&5.67&(d,&J&=&7.3&Hz,&1H),&
4.23&(dd,&J&=&16.7,&6.4&Hz,&2H),&4.18&–&4.01&(m,&1H),&4.01&–&3.73&(m,&2H),&2.29&(s,&3H),&1.1&–&0.98&















property& +& they& must& be& stable& to& the& strong& basic& conditions& required& for& oligonucleotide&







By& using& a& combination& of& Pac+dA,& Ac+dC,& iPr+Pac+dG& monomers,& and& phenoxyacetic&
anhydride&as&capping&solution&(“Ultra&Mild&reagents”)&in&solid+phase&synthesis,&the&deprotection&
of&oligonucleotide&can&be&accomplished&with&0.05&M&potassium&carbonate&in&methanol&at&room&
temperature.& & However,& even& at& “Ultra&Mild”& condition,& 2’+SeMe+ANA+dU& nucleoside& can& be&































Instead& of& incorporating& modified& nucleoside& into& DNA& by& solid+phase& synthesis,&
















TLC&plate&and&completed& in&1& to&2&hr.&Tributylammonium&pyrophosphate& (dissolved& in&0.2&ml&
tributylamine&and&0.4&ml&DMF)&was& then&quickly& injected& into& reaction& flash.&After& vigorously&
stirred&for&5&min,&the&reaction&was&quenched&with&triethylammonium&bicarbonate&(1&M,&3&mL)&
and& stirred& for& another& 1& hr& in& room& temperature& to& obtain& compound& (27).& Crude& reaction&
solution&was&precipitated&in&ethanol/NaCl&(3&M&NaCl,&0.5&mL;&ethanol&14.5&mL),&followed&by&1&hr&
freeze& in& +80oC& and& centrifugation& for& 15&min& at& 12,000& rpm.& The& pellet& was& re+dissolved& in&
water,&analyzed&and&purified&by&RP+HPLC.&Compound&(27)&HRMS&(ESI):&calc.&for&C10H16N2O14P3Se&
[M+H]+:&560.8980,&found:&560.8979.&(Shown&in&Figure)2.7)&

























i. Proton sponge, TMP, 0oC
ii. POCl3, TMP, 0oC
iii. tributylammonium 
    pyrophosphate,
















anhydrous& acetonitrile& prior& of& use.& Coupling& was& carried& out& with& 0.3& M& 5+
43 
Benzylmercaptotetrazole& (5+BMT)& in& acetonitrile& as& activator.& The& coupling& time& for& 2’+MeSe+







Beads& by& centrifugation,& the& oligonucleotides& were& purified& by& reversed+phase& high&
performance&liquid&chromatography&(RP+HPLC)&twice,&with&both&DMTr+on&and&DMTr+off.&
The& HPLC& purification&was& performed& on& a&Welchrom& XB+C18& column& (21.1& x& 250&mm)&with&
buffer&A& (20& &mM&TEAAc,&pH&7.1)&and&buffer&B& (20&mM&TEAAc,&pH&7.1,& in&50&%&ethanol).&The&
pump&was&set&with&a&flow&rate&of&6&ml/min&and&a&linear&gradient&of&0&%&buffer&B&to&100&%&buffer&
B&over&20min&and&stay&at&100%&buffer&B&for&10min.&&The&monitor&was&set&to&260&nm&wavelength,&&
DMTr+on&product&was&collected&at& &~25&min,& frozen,&and& lyophilized.&The& lyophilized&Se+DNAs&











duplexes&were&determined&on&Cary&300&UV+Vis& spectrometer&equipped&with&a& six+sample& cell&
changer&and&a&temperature&controller.&The&sample&annealed&by&heated&to&85&oC&for&2&min&and&
cooling&down&slowly&to&5&oC&before&data&acquisition.&Both&denaturing&and&annealing&curves&were&










The& UV&melting& experiment& was& carried& out& to& study& the& impact& of& 2’+SeMe+ANA+dG&
modification& on& duplex& thermal& stability.& For& this& study,& two& modified& Dickerson+Drew&




other& 2’+SeMe+ANA+dG& modified& duplexes.& Our& data& clearly& showed& that& the& modification&
brings& 4& –& 7& oC& drop& on& melting& temperature.& This& result& is& opposite& to& Ronsenburg’s&
observation&where&2’+F+ANA+T&modification&could&increase&the&thermal&stability&of&B+form&DNA&
59.&This&significant&differences&on&melting&temperatures&between&2’+SeMe+ANA+G&and&2’+F+ANA+
Entry& Sequences& Tm&(oC)& &ΔTm&(oC)&
1" (5’&CGCGAATTCGCG&3’)2" 58.37"±"0.5" &"
1Se" (5’&CGCGAATTCGseCG&3’)2" 43.48"±"0.5" &14.9"
1Se’" (5’&CGseCGAATTCGCG&3’)2" 48.42"±"0.5" &9.9"
2" (5’&CCAGGCCTGG&3’)2" 55.42"±"0.5" &"
2Se" (5’&CCAGGCCTGseG&3’)2" 42.67"±"0.6& &12.7"
3" (5’&CCGGTACCGG&3’)2" 48.85"±"0.1" &"












In&order& to& further&prove&our&hypothesis& that&2’+SeMe+ANA&modification& is&compatible&
with&B+form&DNA&crystallization,&we&did&a&crystal&growth&study&with&the&well+studied&Dickerson+
Drew&dodecamer&sequence&(5’+CGCGAATTCGCG+3’).&Twenty+four&crystallization&conditions&were&
initially& screened& for& 2’+SeMe+ANA+dG& modified& Dickerson+Drew& dodecamer& (5’+
CGCGSeAATTCGCG+3’)&using&hanging&drop&vapor&diffusion&method.&Crystallization&buffers&used&
for& initial& screening& are& from& a& commercial& crystal& screening& kit.& (Nucleic& Acid& Mini& screen,&
Hampton&Research,&CA)&Most&crystals&appeared&within&two&weeks&after&setup&crystallization.&All&
initial& hits& contain& 10%& v/v& MPD,& 40mM& Na& Cacodylate,& 12mM& Spermine& tetra+HCl& and& a&
combination&of&NaCl,&KaCl&as&well&as&MgCl2&salt.&&
Crystals& suitable& for&diffraction& experiments& were& obtained& under& the& following&
conditions:& 2uL&of& a& 1& mM& dodecamer& solution& (single& strand)& were& mixed& with& 2ul&














Multiple&wavelength& data&was& collected& on& SIBYLS& (Structurally& Integrated& Biology& for&
Life& Sciences)&beam& line&12.3.1&of& the&ALS& (Advanced& Light& Source)& at& the& Lawrence&Berkeley&
National&Laboratory.&The&unit&cell&of&the&selected&crystal&was&determined&as&a)&24.17&Å,&b)&40.28&
Å,&and&c)&66.14&Å&with&orthorhombic&space&group&P212121.&The&precise&locations&of&the&inflection&








MAD& phasing& was& carried& out& using& SHELXC/D/E& program& 63.& The& data& files& were&
prepared&by&SHELXC.&SHELXD&then&searched&for&2&selenium&atoms&using&95&attempts.&The&initial&










High+resolution& data& of& 2’+SeMe+ANA+dG& modified& Dickerson& Drew& Dodecamer& was&
collected& at& beam& line& 8.2.2& of& the& ALS& (Advanced& Light& Source)& at& the& Lawrence& Berkeley&
National&Laboratory.&The&unit&cell&of&the&selected&crystal&was&determined&as&a)&25.78&Å,&b)&39.90&
Å,& and& c)& 65.69& Å& with& orthorhombic& space& group& P212121.& The& data& was& collected& to& a&
maximum& resolution& of& 1.49& Å,& integrated& and& scaled& with& the& programs& HKL2000& and&





DickersonDrew+ dodecmer+ (5’+CGCGAATTCGCG+3’)2! at! 1.49% Å% resolution.! The$ orange$ balls$
represent'the'selenium'atoms'&








The& refinement&was& carried& out&with& COOT& 64& and& REFMAC& 5.5.0109& 65&with&CCP4& 66,& setting&
aside& 5%& of& the& total& reflections& for& calculating& the& R+free& 67.& 89& water& molecules& and& a&
magnesium&hexahydrate&ion&were&included&to&the&duplex&structure.&The&final&R+work&and&R+free&
are&20.3&and&24.4%,& respectively.&An&example&of& the& final&electron&density& is& shown& in&Figure)




orthorhombic& space& group& (P212121).& Both& selenium&modified& and& native& structures& have& an&
magnesium& hexahydrate& ion& in& the& major& groove.& The& overall& r.m.s.d.& 2’+SeMe+ANA+dG&
modified&DNA&over&the&native& is&0.229&Å.&2’+SeMe+ANA+dG/T&base&pair& is&also&superimposable&













make& a& direct& compare.& (Shown& in& Figure) 2.13)& In& 436D& structure,& 4&water&molecules& locate&
around&dG22/2’with&a&distance&of&3.59,&3.60,&3.71&and&4.38&Å,& respectively.& (Shown& in&Figure)














vapor& diffusion& method& (Index& HT,& Natrix& HT& from& Hampton& Research,& CA.& Detailed& buffer&
conditions&of& each& kit& are& available& in&Appendix)&During& the& crystallization& screening&process,&




with& better& diffraction& quality.& Crystal& for& data& collection&was& prepared&with& a& crystallization&
buffer&contains&25%&PEG3350,&0.2&M&ammonium&sulfate,&and&0.1&M&Bis+Tris,&pH&6.5&(Natrix&7B)&




Diffraction& data& were& collected& from& crystals& of& the& 2’+SeMe+ANA+dG& DNA/protein&
complex& on& beamline& 8.2.2& of& the& ALS& (Advanced& Light& Source)& at& the& Lawrence& Berkeley&
National& Laboratory.& A& number& of& crystals& were& scanned& in& order& to& find& those& with& better&
diffraction& quality.& X+ray& data& were&collected& under& a& liquid+nitrogen& stream& at& 99& K.& Each&
crystal&was&exposed& for&2&second&per& image&with&1°& rotation,&and&a& total&of&180&images&were&
obtained.&The&unit&cell&of&the&selected&crystal&was&determined&as&a)&86.77&Å,&b)&93.97&Å,&and&c)&
53 
106.04& Å& with& orthorhombic& space& group& P212121.& The& data& was& collected& to& a& maximum&
resolution&of&2.20&Å.&The&dataset&was& integrated&and& scaled&with& the&programs&HKL2000&and&
DENZO/SCALEPACK& 62.& The& structure& was& solved& by& molecular& replacement&method& using&
Phaser& 68& within& CCP4& 66.& The& protein& part& of& the& 4DSL& structure& was& used& as& the& searching&
model.&The&resulting&model&was&refined&using&REFMAC5.5.0109&65&within&CCP4&66.&The&DNA/RNA&
duplex& was& modeled& into& the& structure& by& using&Coot&64.&Metal& ions,& sulfate& ions,& glycerol&
molecules,&and&water&molecules&were&added&either&automatically&or&manually&using&Coot.&The&
final& R+work& and& R+free& are& 17.6%& and& 22.8%,& respectively.& Data+collection,& and& structure+
refinement&statistics&are&given&in&Table&2.4.&&
2.2.8.3 Structure+of+2’4SeMe4ANA4dG+DNA/Bacillus+fragment+complex+




unambiguous& identification& of& the& nucleotide& sequence& along& the& DNA& chain.& The& electron&
density& of& 11&nucleotides&DNA&duplex&was& clearly& showed& in& 2Fo4Fc&map.& The&density& of& last&
base&pair&was&missing&due& to&disorder.&One&2’+SeMe+ANA+dG&modification& site&was& identified&













In& this& paper,& we& demonstrate& a& new& selenium& detrivatization& method& to& address&
crystallization,& phasing& and& high+resolution& structure& determination& of& B+form& DNA& and&





dG& containing& DNAs& showed& decreased& duplex& stability,& the& modified& DNA& can& be& readly&
crystalized& under& broad& crystallization& conditions& within& short& period& of& time.& More&
importantly,& the& crystals& obtained& could& diffract& to& high& resolution& (1.49& Å).& As& a& prove& of&
principle,&we&also&present&the&convenient&structure&determination&via&MAD&phasing&of&B+form&
DNA&by&2’+SeMe+ANA&labeling.&The&global&and&local&structure&of&2’+SeMe+ANA+dG&modified&DNA&
showed& minimal& perturbation& when& compare& to& native& one.& Remarkably,& the& 2’+SeMe+ANA&
modification&could&adopt&B+DNA’s&2’&endo&sugar&pucker&in&duplex&without&any&drastic&geometry&
change.&Furthermore,&we&successfully&co+crystallized&and&solved&the&structure&of&2’+SeMe+ANA&
modified& DNA& with& a& fragment& of& DNA& polymerase& I& from& Bacillus& stearotherophilus.& The&
modification& site&was& very&well& accommodated& in& the&protein/DNA& complex& structure,&which&
indicates&its&excellent&compatibility&protein/DNA&complex&structure&study.&&&
By& integrating& easy& accessibility,& crystallization& compatibility,& convenient& SAD/MAD&










recognition& passes& genetic& information& through& replication,& transcription,& and& translation& to&
protein.& In& the& mRNA& decoding& process,& a& tRNA& recognizes& more& than& one& codon& by& non+
Watson&Crick&base&pairing&with&the&third&base&of&a&codon,&which&allows&64&codon&combinations&
to&be& translated&by&a&much& less&number&of& tRNAs.&Four&decades&ago,&Francis&Crick& raised& the&
wobble&hypothesis&to&explain&this&degeneracy&of&genetic&code&69.&In&his&paper,&he&hypothesized&a&
possible&formation&of&G/U&base&pairs&between&the&first&base&of&the&anticodon&and&the&third&base&






The&GzU&wobble&base&pair& is&a& fundamental&unit&of&RNA&secondary&structure& in&almost&
every& class& of& RNAs& in& nature.& It& plays& important& roles& in& RNA& folding,& providing& recognition&
signal& and& RNA& catalysis& 72& 73& 74.& The& G/U& wobble& pairs& present& a& unique& arrangement& of&
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hydrogen& bond& donors/acceptor& pattern.& The& carbonyl& oxygen& on& 2& position& of& uracil& is& not&
involved& in&hydrogen&bonding&when&paired&with&A,&but& forms&hydrogen&bonds&with&the& imino&
proton&on&guanine&when&paired&with&G.&Another& interesting& feature&of&U/G&wobble&pair& is& its&
superior& thermo& stability& compares& to&Watson+Crick& base& pairs,&which& allows& it& to& substitute&
Watson+Crick&base&pairs&in&duplex.&&
The& U/G& pairing& increases& structure& and& function& diversities& of& RNA& and& plays& critical&
roles& in& numerous& biological& processes.& However,& the& formation& of& U/G& mismatches&
compromises& the&high&specificity&of&base&pairing,& thus& reduces& the&accuracy&of& the&sequence+
dependent& recognition.& For& hybridization& probes& and& primers& that& bind& to& certain& region& of&
genome& for& diagnostic& and& therapeutic& applications,& highly& specific& base+pairing& is& extremely&




By& simply& replacing& the&oxygen&atoms&on&nucleobases&with&other& chalcogen&elements&
(such&as&S&and&Se)&could&lead&to&numerous&interesting&properties.&For&example,&2+thiothymidine&
could&be&applied&to&a&synthetic&biology&system&to&improve&replication&accuracy.&Benner’s&lab&has&
reported& that& the& fidelity& of& PCR& reaction& involving& artificial& base& pairs& (isoC:isoG)& could& be&
significantly&improved,&simply&by&replacing&TTP&with&2+thioTTP&in&PCR&reaction&75.&Enhanced&base&
pairing&and&replication&efficiency&of&thiothymidines&was&also&reported&by&Kool’s&lab&76.&The&large&
chalcogen& atoms&on& nucleobases& could& be& used& to& sterically& alter& the& fidelity& of& base& paring.&
Introducing& base&modified& nucleotides& into& oligonucleogides& by& rational& design& could& help& to&
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enhance& hybridization& selectivity& on& certain& region& of& the& sequence.& This& property& could& be&




nucleic& acids.& Like& selenium,& sulfur&belongs& to& chalcogen& family&but&possesses& smaller& atomic&
radius& (S:& 1.02&Å)& compares& to& selenium& (Se:& 1.16&Å).& Sulfur&modified&nucleic& acids& especially&
sulfur&modified&non+coding&RNAs&exist&in&nature&and&involved&in&numerous&biological&processes.&
In&nature,&the&thiolations&reaction&takes&place&at&nucleobases&specifically&by&substitute&oxygen&
atom&with& sulfur.& & In& E.& coli& and& yeast,& the& resulting& thiolated&nucleic& acid& analogs& include&2+
thiouridine& (s2U),& 4+thiouridine& (s4U)& and& 2+thiocytidine& (s2C).&Moreover,& the& 2+thiouridine& is&
often& located& in& wobble& position& 34& of& tRNA& with& various& modifications& on& position& 5& and&
engages&in&decoding&process&during&protein&translation&77.&&
To& further& investigate& the& functions& and& roles& of& sulfur+modified& nucleic& acids,& both&
synthetic&and&enzymatic&methods&have&been&developed&for&these&natural&products&78&79&80&81&82.&
With& this& advantage,& series& of& research& works& were& carried& out& including& biophysical& 83& 84,&
biological& studies& 85& 76& 86& as& well& as& structural& studies& 87.& The& results& indicate& that& thio+
modification&at&position&2&of&uridine&can&enhance& the& thermostability&of& the&U/A&or&T/A&base&














help& to& improve& base& pairing& fidelity& 89& and& replication& efficiency& 75,& this& encouraged& us& to&
further&investigate&the&base&pair&fidelity&of&2+Se+T&modification&90.&It&is&worth&pointing&out&that&2+
Se&derivatized&nucleoside&had&been& synthesized& for&over& three&decades& 91& 92,& but&never&been&
incorporated&into&DNA&due&to&synthetic&difficulty.&With&the&assist&of&phosphoramidite&chemistry&
and& solid+phase& synthesis,& we& were& able& to& incorporate& 2+Se+T& modification& into&










by& selenizing& reaction&with& NaSeH& to& give& 2+seleno+T& (shown& in& Scheme) 3.1).& To& ensure& the&
stability&of&selenium&functionality&during&solid&phase&synthesis,&cyanoethy&groups&was&attached&
to& selenium& to& prevent& possible& deselenization& in& solid+phase& synthesis& cycle.& Biophysical&
experiment&of&2+Se+T&DNAs&showed&largely&increased&base&pair&specificity&by&destabilizing&T/G,&
T/C&pairs.& Although&2+exo&position& is& not& involved&Watson+Crick& base&pair& hydrogen&bonding,&




























































(A).& The& superimposed& comparison& of& the& Se+DNA& duplex& (3HGD,& in& green)& with& its& native&
counterpart&(1D78,&in&cyan).&The&red&balls&represent&the&selenium&atoms.&&





The&2+exo+oxygen&of& uridine& serves& as& a&hydrogen&bond&acceptor& in&U/G&wobble&pair,&
which& allows& us& to& tune& the& base& pairing& specificity& by& tailoring& the& steric& and& electronic&
properties& at& 2+position& of& uridine.& As& mentioned& before,& 2+thiouridine& (s2U)& and& its& C+5&
derivatives& are& found& in& tRNAs& especially& on& the& wobble& position.& Similar& to& 2+thio+RNA&
derivatives,&selenium&modified&RNA&are&nature+occurring&compounds&in&bacteria&tRNAs,&such&as&
Escherichia+coli,+Clostridium+sticklandii&and&etc& 94.&This& type&of&modification&was& first& found&at&
the& “wobble”& position& of& the& anticodon& of& tRNA& 95& and& has& been& identified& as& 5+
methylaminometnyl+2+selenouridine&(mmm5Se2U)&96.&Even&though,& it&has&been&proposed&that&
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1H,& 13C& and& 31P& NMR& data& were& acquired& on& a& Bruker& 400MHz& NMR& instrument.&
Chemical& shifts& (δ& values)& and& coupling& constants& (J& values)& are& given& in& ppm& and& Hz,&
respectively,&using&TMS&(1H&NMR)&and&solvents&(13C&NMR)&as&internal&standards.&Reagents&were&
purchased&from&Sigma/VWR/&Chem&Genes&and&used&without&further&purification.&All&reactions&
were& set& up& under& argon& atmosphere.& Analytical/preparative& thin& layer& chromatography&was&






Se+T& synthesis& 90.& First,&we& introduced&2+thio& uracil& to& ribose&by& a& glycosylation& reaction.& The&
benzoyl&protecting&groups&on&2’,&3’&and&5’+hydoryl&groups&were&removed&by&sodium&methoxide&
in& methanol.& Dimethoxytrityl& protecting& groups& was& introduced& to& 5’+position.& Then,& te& thio&
carbonyl&was& activated& by& alkylation,& and& followed& by& treating&with& freshly& prepared& sodium&
selenide&to&give&2+Se&U&as&clean&product.&Then&TBDMS&was&introduced&to&2&or&3’&hydroxyl&group.&



























(28) (29) : R1 = H
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(33a) : R2 = TBDMS, R3 = H






Reagents& and& conditions:& a)& TMS+Cl,& HMDS,& reflux;& b)& 1+O+Acetyl+2,3,5+tri+O+benzoyl+beta+D+
ribofuranose,& SnCl4,& C2H4Cl2,& +20oC;& c)&NaOCH3,&MeOH;&d)&DMTr+Cl,& Pyridine,& rt;& e)& ICH3,&DBU,&
DMF;& f)& Se,& NaBH4,& EtOH;& g)& TBDMS+Cl,& Imidazole,& DMF;& h)& ICH2CH2CN,& (i+Pr)2NEt,& CH2Cl2;&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&
i)&(i+Pr2N)2P(Cl)OCH2CH2CN,&(i+Pr)2NEt,&CH2Cl2&
&
2’,3’,5’MtriMOMbenzoylM2Mthiouridine) (28)) 2+thiouracil& 5.1& g& was& suspended& in&






stirred& for& 5& hours& in& room& temperature,& then&washed&with& a& saturated& sodium& bicarbonate&
solution&and&was&extracted&with&dichloromethane.&The&organic&solution&was&pooled&and&dried&
with& anhydrous&MgSO4& and& evaporated&dryness& to& give& crude& compound& (28)& as& light& yellow&







mmol)& was& suspended& in& methanol& 100& ml& at& room& temperature& for& 6& hours.& The& reaction&
mixture&was& later& neutralized&with& ion+exchange& resin& (DOWEX&50WX8+400)& to& pH&7,& filtered&
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5’MOM4,4’MDimethoxytritylM2Mthiouridine) (30)) 2+thiouridine& (29)& 3& g& (& 11.5& mmol)& and&





and& evaporated& to& dryness& under& reduced& pressure.& The& residue& was& dissolved& in&








NMR&(CDCl3)&δ:&175.32& (C+2),&160.70& (C+4),&158.79& (Ar),&144.43& (Ar),&141.08& (C+6),&135.37& (Ar),&
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135.15&(Ar),&130.30&(Ar),&130.22&(Ar),&128.25&(Ar),&128.19&(Ar),&127.33&(Ar),&113.48&(Ar),&106.75&




Diazabicyclo[5.4.0]undec+7+ene& (DBU,& 2& mL,& 13.3& mmol)& was& then& added& to& the& reaction&
mixture&at&0oC.& The& reaction&was&monitored&by&TLC& (12%&Methanol& in&dichloromethane,&Rf&=&
0.4)& and&was& completed& in&4&hours.& Ethyl& acetate& (100&mL)&was&poured& into& the&mixture&and&
organic& layer& was& washed& three& times& with& saturated& sodium& chloride& solution.& The& organic&







6),& 135.37& (Ar),& 135.22& (Ar),& 130.41& (Ar),& 130.28& (Ar),& 128.32& (Ar),& 128.28& (Ar),& 127.29& (Ar),&







until& a& clear& solution&was&observed.& & The& solution&was&added& into&a& flask& contains& compound&
(31)& under& argon& gas& and& the& reaction&mixture&was& stirred& for& eight& hours.& The& ethanol&was&
evaporated& under& reduced& pressure& and& the& residue& was& re+dissolved& in& ethyl& acetate.& The&
organic&layer&was&washed&with&saturated&sodium&chloride&solution&for&several&times&until&a&clear&
yellow& solution& was& obtained.& & The& resulting& solution& was& dried& by& anhydrous& MgSO4& and&
evaporated&to&dryness&under&reduced&pressure.&The&crude&compound&(32))was&purified&by&flash&







84.41& (C+4’),& 76.33& (C+2’),& 69.19& (C+3’),& 61.20& (C+5’),& 55.48& (OCH3).& HRMS& (ESI):& calc.& for&
C30H28N2O7Se&[M+H]+&:&609.1140,&found:&609.1136.&UV&(MeOH):&λmax&=&311&nm.&
Compound)33a)and)33b&Compound&(32)&(0.5&g,&0.8&mmol)&was&dried&under&vacuum&for&2&
hours& and& dissolved& in& dry& N,+ N+dimethylformamide& (DMF).& Tert4butyldimethylsilyl& chloride&
(0.15&g,&1&mmol)&and&imidazole&(0.11&g,&1.64&mmol)&was&added&into&the&reaction&solution.&The&
reaction&ran&overnight& in&room&temperature&and&was&monitored&by&TLC&(15%&ethyl&acetate& in&
dichloromethane).& The& reaction&mixture&was& poured& into& ethyl& acetate& (50&mL).& The& organic&







Anhydrous& dichloromethane&was& added& into& the&mixture& of& compound& (33a)& and& compound&











167.70& (C+4),& 159.04& (C+2),& 158.51& (Ar),& 144.17& (Ar),& 139.19& (C+6),& 134.91& (Ar),& 134.74& (Ar),&
130.26&(Ar),&130.17&(Ar),&128.30&(Ar),&128.11&(Ar),&127.58&(Ar),&118.78&(CN),&113.58&(Ar),&110.61&
(C+5),& 93.13& (C+1’),& 87.82& (C+Ar3),& 85.39& (C+4’),& 77.27& (C+2’),& 72.40& (C+3’),& 63.82& (C+5’),& 55.44&










(C+1’),& 87.57& (C+Ar3),& 84.72& (C+4’),& 76.17& (C+2’),& 71.05& (C+3’),& 61.71& (C+5’),& 55.48& (OCH3),& 25.82&





to& a& solution& of& 10a& (100& mg,& 0.10& mmol)& in& anhydrous& dichloromathane& (5& mL)& at& room&
temperature&under&nitrogen&gas.&The&mixture&was& stirred& for&4&hrs& in& room&temperature&and&
fast& run& though& Al2O3& column& then& precipitated& by& dry& hexane.& The& precipitate&was& filtered,&





13H),&0.14&–&0.02& (m,&9H);& 13C&NMR& (CDCl3)&δ:&167.83& (C+4),& 159.04& (C+2),& 158.71& (Ar),& 144.16&
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µmol& scale.& 2+Se+U& phosphoramidite& was& prepared& as& 0.1& M& concentration& solution& in&




A:& THF/Pyridine/Pac2,& OCapping& Mix& B:& 10& %& 1+Methylimidazole& in& THF/pyridine;& Oxidation&
Solution:& 0.02&M& I2/THF/Pyridine/H2O.& All& the& DNAs& were& prepared& in& DMTr+on&mode.& After&
synthesis,&2+Se+U&RNA&was&cleaved&from&the&CPG&beads&and&fully&deprotected&by&treating&with&
0.05&M& potassium& carbonate& solution& in&methanol& for& 10& hours& at& room& temperature.& After&
removal& of& CPG+Beads& by& centrifugation,& methanol& was& evaporated& on& a& speed+vac&
concentrator.& The& 2’+TBDMS& deprotection& was& performed& in& 0.5& ml& of& 1& M& TBAF&




The& RP+HPLC& purification& was& performed& on& a&Welchrom& XB+C18& column& (21.1& x& 250&










The& UV+melting& temperature& studies& were& performed& on& a& Cary& 300& UV–Vis&

















temperature& than&U/A&containing&duplex,&while&2+S+U/G&containing&duplex&has&a&2.0& oC& lower&
melting&temperature&than&native&U/G&Wobble&base&pair&containing&duplex.&The&2+Se+U/A&base&
pair& increases& the& stability& of& U/A& base& pair& by& 3.0& oC.& More& importantly,& the& 2+Se+U&
modification& further& destabilized& the& Wobble& pair;& the& melting& temperature& of& 2+Se+U/G&
containing& duplex& is& 4& oC& lower& than& that& of& native& U/G& containing& duplex.& Our& thermal&
denaturation&data&suggests&that&the&2+Se+U&modification&can&stabilize&the&U/A&base&pair&(&+&3.0&








This& UV& denaturing& experiment& data& reveals& that& the& U/G& Wobble& base& pair& can& be&
greatly& discriminated& against&U/A&Watson& Crick& base& pair& by& 2+Se+U&modification.& The& strong&
discrimination&against&U/G&pair&may&mainly&attribute& to& the&disruption&of& the&hydrogen&bond&
formation&between&U+2&oxygen&and&G+1&N+H.&&
3.2.4 Crystallization&and&diffraction&data&collection&
The& purified& self+complementary& RNA& 5’+GUAUASeUAC+3’& 1& mM& was& annealed& by&








(National& Synchrotron& Light& Source)& at& the& Brookhaven& National& Laboratory.& A& number& of&
crystals&were&screened&to&find&the&crystal&with&best&diffraction&quality.&The&crystal&offers&highest&











The& structure& of& 2+Se+U& modified& RNA& (5’+GUAUASeUAC+3’)2& was& solved& by& molecular&
replacement&method& using& Phaser& 68& within& CCP4& 66.& The& native& RNA& (5’+GUAUAUAC+3’)2&
structure& (PDB& ID:& 246D)&was& used& as& the& searching&model.& The& resulting&model&was& refined&
using&REFMAC5.5.0109&65&within&CCP4&66&and&Coot&64.&The&topologies&and&parameters&for&2+Se+U&
derivative& (US)& were& constraucted& and& applied.& & After& several& cycles& of& refinement,& water&
molecules& were&added& either& automatically& or& manually& using&Coot& 64.& All& refinements& were&
performed&by&setting&aside&5%&of&the&total&reflections&for&R+free&calculation&67.&The&final&R+work&
and& R+free& are& 21.4& %& and& 26.9& %,& respectively.& Data+collection,& and& structure+refinement&





As& shown& in&Figure) 3.4A,& there& are& seven& single& strands&RNA& in& the&ASU& (asymmetric&
unit);& 6& of& them& form& three& duplexes.& The& duplexes& stack& on& top& of& each& other,& and& form& a&




246D)& 98;& the&superimposed&3S49&and&246D&duplex&structures& (shown& in&Figure) 3.4B)&and&the&
superimposed&the&2+Se+U/A&and&U/A&base&pair&structures&(shown&in&Figure)3.4D)&doesn’t&show&




which&may&be& the& contribution& from&both& steric& and&electronic&effect&of& selenium&atom&on&2&
position&of&uracil.& This&minor& change&on&hydrogen&bond&distance&between&2+Se+U&and&A&may&
















Our& thermal& denaturation& data& of& 2+Se+U& RNA& suggests& that& the& 2+seleno+uridine&
modification&could&discriminate&U/G&wobble&pair&against&U/A&pair&in&solution&by&increasing&the&
melting&temperature&of&U/A&base&pair&while&destabilizing&U/G&wobble&pair.&The&2.3&Å&resolution&
crystal& structure& of& 2+Se+U& RNA& undoubtedly& shows& the& formation& of& 2+Se+U/A& base& pairs&
without& disruption& of& local& structure& and& overall& structure& as& well.& The& slightly& shortened&
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For& this& study,&we&designed&an&new&oligoribonucleotide& sequence& r[5’+GUGUAUAC+3’],&
which&can&form&duplex&in&two&distinctive&ways.&In&one&way,&this&RNA&sequence&can&form&duplex&






The& underlined&uridine& in& r[5’+GUGUAUAC+3’]& could& be&modified& by& 2+Se+U&derivative.&










min,& and& slowly& cooling&down& to& room& temperature.&Crystallization& screening&was&performed&
using& Nucleic& Acid& Mini& screen& kit& from& Hampton& Research& with& 1& uL& of& RNA& plus& 1& uL& of&
crystallization&buffer&per&drop&equilibrate&against&500&uL&of&35%&2+Methyl+2,4+pentanediol,&v/v.&
Crystallizations& were& set& up& at& 25& oC& using& hanging& drop& vapor& diffusion& method.& Crystals&
appeared&overnight&after&set&up&the&crystallization.&The&crystal&for&data&collection&was&prepared&
by&mixing&equal&volume&of&1mM&RNA&solution&with&&10%&2+Methyl+2,4+pentanediol&v/v,&0.040&M&
sodium& cacodylate& trihydrate& pH& 7.0,& 0.012& M& spermine& tetrahydrochloride,& 0.04M& Lithium&
chloride,& 0.08&M& strontium&chloride& hexahydrate,&0.020&M&magnesium& chloride& hexahydrate& (&
#22,&Nucleic&Acid&Mini&Screen)&and&equilibrating& the&droplet&against&500&uL&of&35%&2+Methyl+












The& structure& of& of& 5’+GUGUAUAC+3’& was& solved& by& molecular& replacement&method&
using&Phaser&68&within&CCP4&66.&The&self+complementary&RNA&(5’+GUAUAUAC+3’)2&structure&(PDB&
ID:& 246D)& was& used& as& the& searching& model.& The& found& solution& was& refined& using&
REFMAC5.5.0109& 65& within&CCP4& 66& and& Coot&64.&After& several& cycles& of& refinement,& the&
underlined& A& in& 246D& was& mutated& to& G,& and& strontium& cations& were&added& to& the& RNA&
structure&manually& using&Coot& 64.& All& refinements&were&performed&by& setting& aside& 5%&of& the&
total& reflections& for&R+free& calculation& 67.& The& final&R+work&and&R+free&are&15.2&%&and&22.9&%,&
respectively.& Data+collection,& and& structure+refinement& statistics& are& given& in& Table) 3.5.&









The& native& 5’+GUGUAUAC+3’& was& determined&with& 2.2& Å& resolution.& As& expected,& the&
crystal& structure& clearly& showed& formation& of& 8& base& pair& A+form& RNA& duplex& with& 2& U& /& G&
wobble& pairs.& (Shown& in& Figure) 3.7)& Like& other& U/G& wobble& base& pair& structures,& in& 1JAB&
structure,& the& steep& electrostatic& gradient& from& C4& carbonyl& oxygen& also& stabilized& the&
strontium& ions& that& bind& to& the&major& groove& of&GzU& pairs.& The& native&U/G&wobble& pairs& are&
quite&stable,&and&they&can&be&accommodated&in&a&duplex&structure&without&causing&significant&
change& in&duplex&overall& structure.&Figure) 3.8& shows& that& in& the&presences&of& 2’&U/G&wobble&
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using& Nucleic& Acid& Mini& screen& kit& from& Hampton& Research& with& 1& uL& of& RNA& plus& 1& uL& of&
crystallization&buffer&per&drop&equilibrate&against&500&uL&of&35%&2+Methyl+2,4+pentanediol,&v/v.&








The& diffraction& data& of& 5’+GUGUA2SeUAC+3’& RNA& crystal& was& measured& at& beam& line&
BL8.2.2& of& the&ALS& (Advanced& Light& Source)& at& the& Lawrence&Berkeley&National& Laboratory.& A&
number& of& crystals& were& screened& to& find& the& crystal& with& best& diffraction& quality.& The&
diffraction&data&was&collection&at&0.9795&Å&wavelength&at&100&K&for&1&seconds&per&frame&with&1o&
oscillation&angle.&The&unit&cell&of&the&selected&crystal&was&determined&as&a)&46.44&Å,&b)&46.44&Å,&






were& chosen& to& serve& as& the& search&model.& The&molecular& replacement&was& performed&with&
Phaser& 68& within& CCP4& 66& package.& The& correct& solution& contains& 3& copies& of& RNA& duplexes.&
Interestingly,& the& initial& structure& solution& indicated& a& three& RNA& duplex& bundle& in& ASU.& And&
each&RNA&duplex&is&formed&with&6&base&pairs&and&a&two&nucleotides&overhang&on&each&end.&The&
molecular&model&was& updated& and&was& refined& using& REFMAC5.5.0109& 65&within&CCP4& 66& and&
Coot&64.&After&several&cycles&of&refinement,&the&topologies&and&parameters&for&2+Se+U&derivative&
(US)& were& constructed& and& applied,& water& molecules& were&added& either& automatically& or&
manually& using&Coot& 64.& All& refinements& were& performed& by& setting& aside& 5%& of& the& total&
reflections& for& R+free& calculation& 67.& The& final& R+work& and& R+free& are& 20.8& %& and& 23.8& %,&
85 
respectively.& Data+collection,& and& structure+refinement& statistics& are& given& in& Table) 3.5.&









The& crystal& structure& of& the& 2+Se+U& modified& 5’+GUGUA2SeUAC+3’& RNA& duplex& is&
completely&different&from&the&corresponding&native&RNA&structure&(PDB&ID:&1JAB).&First&of&all,&3&
duplexes&forms&a&bundle&in&ASU&instead&of&one&duplex&per&ASU&(&Shown&in&Figure)3.9A&).&Each&of&
the& three& duplexes& formed& by& two& 5’+GUGUA2SeUAC+3’& with& six& hydrogen& bonds,& left& two&





on& the& adjacent& 3’+XXXXXX+UG+5’.& The& UG/GU& interactions& between& duplexes& create&






























The& Watson+Crick& base& pairing& system& is& essential& for& genetic& information& storage,&





Se+U&modified&RNA.&Our&biophysical& and& crystallographic& studies&on& the&2+Se+U+RNAs& indicate&
89 
that&the&2+Se+U&modification&could&facilitate&high&fidelity&base&pairing&in&solution&and&crystal&as&
well.& The& 2+Se+U& modifications& can& significantly& discriminate& U/G& wobble& base& pair& without&
significant& impact& on& U/A& pair.&Moreover,& by& utilizing& the& anomalous& dispersion& property& of&
selenium,&the&2+Se+modification&can&serve&as&a&useful&tool& in&X+ray&crystal&structure&studies&of&
RNAs& and& their& protein& complexes.& & The&high& specificity& base+pairing& property& of& 2+Se+U&RNA&
enables& better& preservation& of& genetic& information& at& RNA& level,& which& could& open& new&
research&opportunities& for& further& investigating& fidelity& in& transcription,& reverse& transcription,&
and& translation.& Furthermore,& our& discovery& may& provide& a& unique& chemical& strategy& to&
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